
Strategic and Operational Report - June 2021
Evaluation:

· The aim for mid 2021 is for the adult professionals in education to feel more supported.

Goals by Year:
· Year 1 –Do LSC/ RTLB/ Teacher leaders feel more supported and confident to deal with difficult issues? (some children are better off, but not a main outcome, as we

most often don’t identify the child by name.

· Year 2 – Year 1 + do we get more shared plan use accompanying tamariki and whanau on their journey between services, as it is strongly promoted in year 1 and

now “practicing” shared knowledge. This is where we will really need Sheree and Hine to “supervise” as we learn by doing.

· Year 3 – Impact on the most vulnerable children – better school attendance and hopefully less referrals to health as adults professionals will have more knowledge

about tricky issues by then

· On-going aim – child wellness markers for all children improve.

Progress and Achievements Next Steps What we need help to achieve

Knowledge
and
Processes

Teacher Only Day:
Teacher only day was held for Te Maru o Ngongotaha
kahui ako, which was well attended by both health and
education. 180 teachers and teacher aides attended. A
consistent message throughout the day was able to be
delivered through the speakers.
Main keynotes:
Phyllis Tangitu
Alfred du Plessis
Jaco Nel and Sheree Briggs.

Afternoon breakouts:
Public health nurses
Northern Heath school
Kiwican
Sport BOP

A Haerenga Tautoko (Sharefest) for
the schools is planned in August. It
would be good to offer some of the
same speakers and messages for
this as well - for those that missed
out and those that want to hear
more.



Positive feedback about the message was given through
feedback. There was a shift in the confidence of teachers
and teacher aides from 4-10 to a range of 6-10 with many
more in the higher end for teachers showing confidence to
be able to support hauora needs.

Feedback Prior

Feedback Post

Website:
The website continues to be a work in progress as we
further develop our templates and continually update any
knowledge or links to ensure that they match goals of the
WISP. We are working to ensure that MOE has input into
the knowledge we have on the website.

Continue to adapt and revise as we
learn more and agree on practices

Emergency plan (template)
discussed and refined

Further develop plan to simplify
plans as needed
Plan-Do-Review - Adjust plan
Ensure that there are strong links
and that everything we do is the
same

Fundamentals of behaviour -
continue

Later - link directly from a school or
DHB login

Work alongside MOE psychologist
and Sheree
Might need more help from
organisations to ensure we are
giving consistent messages and
have agreed practice



Plans:
Plans (templates) have been developed to include what
we want so see more of? what we want to see less of?
Steps to move in the right direction. Many schools have
developed and implemented emergency plans. This is for
situations where we don’t need to think, we just do.

Further development of examples of simple step by step
plans. There have been several iterations of the ONE
PLAN to ensure that we are working together in a way that
utilises and brings together the knowledge and skills of all
of the different areas. The idea of the ONE PLAN is to
ensure that this can later be replicated or the partnership
expanded.  It is our aim to ensure that while it contains
everything necessary, that this is as simple as possible, so
that it is user friendly.

Psychology:
Psychology has continued to engage with schools,
completing class observations and providing data for
teachers which potentially upskills the workforce in
delivery and questioning techniques.
Adrian Minks has engaged with several schools with
regard to “nurture rooms” or spaces. These schools are
very happy with the support and knowledge shared with
them, giving them the confidence to be able to provide a
space away from “learning” where students can be calm
and settled and prepare for returning to learning.

Engagement
and
Relationships

LSC’s
We continue to meet with LSC’s regularly to develop plans
for teachers as to what to try next. Some LSC’s have

Continue reaching more schools in
both Kahui Ako through building
trusting relationships



found this extremely helpful and now know who within the
team is likely to be able to support them. This is reducing
the amount of time required for answering their queries.
LSC’s are now bringing multiple cases to the table to
maximise the time and take advantage of the
multidisciplinary team approach.

School Relationships
We continue to build relationship within schools, with
health and with other agencies involved with the same
students. The kahui ako teacher only day was a great way
for people to network and see what supports are available.

Our aim continues to be to look at cases with LSC’s and
other school personnel to empower them to act / continue
to work / find next (small) steps. Where there is a
practitioner already involved we seek to connect the right
people and do not interfere with any clinical advice.

MSD
We continue to improve engagement and relationships
with MSD. There have been some gains made with
personnel on the ground knowing about the WISP through
the emergency housing transport initiative.

RTLB
We continue to have RTLB personnel present at hui
alongside school personnel and WISP members. It is
often suggested to LSC’s that they are part of the process.
We work with the willing and are developing relationships
with some RTLB.

The benefits of knowing who the contacts are in each

MSD Navigators list to be obtained
so that Whanau Connectors in
schools can engage and work
alongside (similar work)

Health, MSD etc. reaching in to
education for information sharing

Supports to be provided for
champions to ensure that they have



organisation are helping education reach out to health and
health being able to reach into education in order to
reduce duplication, build relationships and provide better
outcomes.

Trauma Informed Approach
The leaders briefing for Trauma Informed Approach
champions with Werry Workforce Wharaurau has take
place, expressions of interest have been received and the
initial training will take place 3rd and 4th of August.

a safe and supportive working
environment

Reducing
Duplication

The online booking form is successful, when used. Now
that we do not all always meet with LSC’s as a whole
group it is becoming more important to ensure that plans
are used consistently. Some further minor adaptations
have been made.

There has been no further progress on BPAC at this time

We understand that Te Rito is very near for the Bay of
Plenty.

Te Rito / Learning support registers

BPAC licenses activated
Ensure there is a plan for how
information is transferred between
health / education education / health
and ensuring that the information
provided is trusted and used -
agreement that the process is
agreeable

Networking Mana Ake Workshop
Debbie presented on behalf of the WiSP at the Mana Ake
workshop in June. The workshop highlighted what is
happening in other regions as DHBs in this space. It is
appreciated that we have been able to develop what
works for our rohe.

ICAMHS
We have had some initial meetings with George and
Angela ICAMHS to discuss and share the vision of the

Hope to get mental health support –
icamhs and adult



WiSP in reducing workload and sharing consistent
information which increases the confidence of the
workforce and ultimately supports whānau and students.

Psychology
We continue to  work alongside psychology each week in
our strategic meetings as well as in individual schools in
WISP hui.

Social Worker
The WISP Social Worker continues to be instrumental in
making connections and ensuring whanau voice is heard
and that everyone is supported. Hine has also now
engaged with a number of SWIS and has been able to
support them to bridge gaps that have existed between
school and whanau

Continue to build network and
relationships of trust

Engage with the Police resilience
team?

Later - contracts, volume and
capacity

Feedback Feedback collated from Teacher Only Day

● Looking at not so much the behavior but the person behind
the behavior

● To build resilience we need to build hope.
● Awareness of ace
● Functional behavior inquiry + behavior  plans
● Tell kids to have HOPE
● Inwill be copying a slide about HOPE on.my classroom

window
● The brain boost games and ideas.
● Think about all viewpoints as much as possible.  The issue

behind the behaviour.
● Thank you Debbie, ASL's (and Kaitao staff) for all your mahi

and hosting today.
● Treat the person ...
● Continue to make relationships the key to my teaching
● Better ways to apply for ORs funding

Continue to build relationships and
networks - “working with the willing”

To set specific targets for what we
wish to achieve - The first year was
to ensure that LSC’s and other
personnel are feeling more
supported

Set targets alongside



● HOPE
● strategies around reducing anxiety with students
● That we are dependant on each other to support our

tamariki. We need to work with our communities and
whanau and make a plan. External support is too difficult to
get and is only for the extreme cases. We need to make the
plan in simple steps ourselves.

● Be more aware of unconscious bias
● Always have hope & keeping building relationships
● Was very interesting to learn new ways to help the children
● I will add aspects of todays presentation to my classroom

IEP.  For example, Whare tapa rima goals for the student
with the student.

● Reminder of the importance of relationships - to look at the
context of negative behaviours (& considering what may be
reinforcing this/these behaviour/s - cause)

● The importance of hope, and some ways to try to build it in
our rangatahi.

● Some the information around Sheree’s & Jaco’s
presentation around understanding behaviour, also to be
non bias and approach any situation with the intention to
understand m.

● To look at a situation presented holistically and to ttry not to
judge the individual and their whanau.

● perspectives on hope-based learning approach
● Instill hope into all students, especially those struggling in

class or with school.
● The fantastic info on hope best talk and presenter thank

you.
● An invigorated stance to practice fiercely :)
● The power of KINDNESS ☺
● Focussing on hope and ensuring bias is as removed as

possible.
● There is a lot to take away from today. I will definitely try and

support students with anxiety within my classroom.



● Lots of reminders that relationships with parties and getting
to know students is vital to promote wellness and allow for
hope to be taught / learned.

● Tips from helping children who suffer with anxiety
● Hope!
● Loved Jaco Nel and Alfred du plessis speeches - Learnt

how to have an emergency plan ready to be used in the
time I need in the classroom.

● It was a good refresher. I learnt about Northern Health
School applications and what they are able to help with.

● Importance of lessening events of childhood trauma. What
happens to us is important but how we choose to respond
more important. HOPE- Health, Others, Purpose,
Engagement

● To include Hauora values into IEPs
● Giving children and whanau hope for the future.
● The HOPE model of Albert's and the reinforcement that we

do not have enough readily available services
● Using the PHN to help children with toileting problems as I

didn't know they offered that service until I went to their
workshop yesterday.

● Already trying some of those things.
● Loved kiwican all tbe different interactive activites. Assesing

behaviour with more ideas.
● Look at student issues and work out little steps to support

changes not prejudge because of a diagnosis for the
student, and believe there is always hope if you look for it.

● As a newby to my role I found the speakers were all
outstanding and know I will not listen to others as much on
what their interpretation is to a situation.  Sometimes how a
child is reacting in their day may be due to circumstances
going on we do not know about and change of behaviour
from me may help.

● Awareness of Adverse Childhood Traumas
● Look at student issues and work out little steps to support

changes not prejudge because of a diagnosis for the
student, and believe there is always hope if you look for it.



● Loved learning about the ACEs


